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FOOD FOR GOOD, Palacongressi di Rimini’s social commitment

The initiative, conceived by Federcongressi&Eventi together with Banco Alimentare (Food
Bank) and Equoevento, has a simple but very solid aim: recovering and redistributing surplus
food produced during events.
By participating since the beginning at the pilot project we helped in fixing specific guidelines
which have been made available together with other useful tools on the
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As a venue, we propose food recovery not only as a simple alternative to food disposal, but
as the conclusion of the organisation of catering services for the event. It is an added value
that we offer our clients to foster sustainability and social responsibility. We help them make
a choice that fully satisfies the need to positively impress and please their guests (the
participants) and gives them a fantastic communication occasion on CSR, while making at
the same time the recovery of the food easier and more efficient.
In a few words we:
-Country/Region:
guide the choice of the type of service between buffet, seated dinner, minimum number of
ITALY
guaranteed covers;
-City:
propose menus
that do not include food which is difficult to recover. We developed and
RIMINI
suggest, for instance, what we call our Second Life menu, a special menu considering the
best possible recovery from start to finish
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Since launching the project in 2015, we have donated almost 30,000 meals, since then at the
Palacongressi di Rimini it has become common practice. We consider this the small
contribution the local meeting industry can offer to those in need.
It is a wonderful occasion to experience directly relationship with the association
management and volunteers of the charities to which we donate regularly. We propose to
our clients to donate food or money to our food donation programme, and assure them of the
effective and honest use of fundings. There were challenges at the start - the accounting
https://en.riminipalacongressi.it/organize/services/food-for-good
department was concerned about costs, busy staff were distressed about more work to do
and the executive chef was worried about guaranteeing security of all the food process. All
objections easily passed when everyone can see the effect of investments or commitment.
Towards the client or the agency we always let them freely decide if and how to
communicate the initiative.
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